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348 January was a letter from the RUC enclosing material .from the batch 

of documents disclosed by Holroyd tu the Essex police on 21 November 

1984. These comprised:-

Extracts from a document entitled "Political and 

Security Impfications regard~ng the disclosure of 

Security Classified Information to Assist in the 

Investigation of the Allegations Relating ·to Kincora 

Boys Hostel, Belfast". (This document was 

typographically different from that submitted by Mr 

Wallace to PS/Lord Trefgarne on 26 September 1985. A 

full · version of the document was mad~ available by the 

RUC to, but not retained by, the Inquiry). 

Two slightly different (one ma~ked SECRET, the other 
. . . 

CONFIDENTIAL) copies of the so called "TARA memoradum" 

allegedly of 8 November 1914. 

A document headed "the Kincora · Inquiry- sunu:nar:y of 
.. 

Events Relating to Requests for Information from John 

Colin wallace, a Former Senior · rnformation Officer at 

Army Headquarters in ·Northern Ireland and ·captain in 

the Ulster Defence Regiment, by the Royal Ulster 

Constabulary" . . , 

348.NIO File Sp(B) 291/360/02, Enclosure 34. 
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On 10 May 1985 Colonel Morgan (HQNI) wrote349 to Major General 

Garrett saying that HQNI had been asked to issue a document to . Mr 

wallace, in broader terms than the earlier immunity (see paragraph 

188), autho~ising him to di~close matters relating to the Kincora 

Boys' Home to members of the H~ghes Committee. HQNI felt that he 

should be given no wider immunity than previously. This line was 

supported in MOD350 , Mr - (DD . sy1(Army) )' adding that the evidence 

should be taken in . camera and that MOD should be consulted before 

publication of any of his evidence~ Mrs (PL(LS)Legal) pointed 
,-

w:f\~ out that only the DPP could grant immunit'y from prosecution under the 

Official Secrets Acts. 

~72(U). Mr Wallace has stated351 that the Secretary to the ·aughes 

Committee wrote to his solicitors on 3 May 1985, saying:-

"The Committee is not therefore required or empowered to 
inquire info the performance of the police , military 
intelligence or any other body ~r person whic~ had or has no 
statutory andjor management resp6nsibility for childrensi 
homes and hostels". · 

MOD does not a ppear to have been aware of this l e tter. 

349.letter from HQNI to DSy(Army) reference ACOS 
1/4/15 dated 10 May 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 
Part B, Enclosure 25). 

350.'Loose minute from DDSy1(Army) to GS Sec 2. r eference 
CPS/0/18371 Part II dated 14 J une 1985 (MOD Fi l e D/GS Sec 
66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 30); loose minute· from 
PL(LS)Legal to GS Sec 2 dated 11 June 1985 (MOD File 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosur e 29). 

351.Letter from Mr Wallace. to Mr Morgan-Harris dated 
16 November 1983 (MOD Fi l e D/GS ·Sec 66/13/1 Part B, 
attachment to Enclosure 76). 
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Further Media Reports about Kincora 

273(U). While the immunity points were being considere4, further 

·stories about · Kincora and Mr Wallace were appearing in the media. on 

31 May Mr 111111 {Civil Adviser HQNI) . wro~e352 to · Mr Mainwood · (who had 

taken Mr Pitt-Brooke's place in GS Sec), drawing attention to a 

forthcoming article in the Irish Times ai?out Army "black propaganda" 

and involvement in the Kincora scandal, based on a classified 

document353 allegedly signed by Mr Wallace in 1974.. The document was 

among those sent by Mr Holroyd to the Essex Police and No 10 and was 

being inveitigated by the RUC. Mr Holroyd had announced that he no 

longer considered himself bound by the provisions of the Official 

Secrets Acts. 

274(U) . i ·series . of articles appeaied in the Irish Times in the week 

begi nning 24 June. Mr W~llace .wrote354 agiin to the Prime Minister on 

9 July, claiming that these reports ccinfiimed that knowledge of 

homosexual abuses involving the staff and inmates of Kincora during 

the 197Cs was widely known within the RUC .and I ntelligence services; 

and that the extensive cove r -up concerning the scandal must have been 

condqned at a top political level. He drew attention to 'the Irish 

Times report that a well-known Belfast evangelical figure had been 

352.Letter from ~ivil Adviser HQNI to GS Sec reference 
CIVAD/3 dated 31 May 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 
Part B, Enclosure 27). 

353.This docum~nt i s r eproduced at ANNEX G. 

354.Letter from Mr Wallace to the Prime Minister 
dated 9 July 1985 (MDO Fi1e D/GS. Secj66/13/1 -Part B , 
attachment_ to Enclosure 44) . 
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repeatedly questioned by military intelligence officers during 1974 

and 1975 about McGrath ·, TARA, the young unionists, the DUP and (on 

one occasion) Kincora. The Irish Times had also said that:-

"According to another ~ource, documentary evidence existed 
at British Army headquarters between 1973 and 1976 proving 
that there was a subsequent investigation between 1973 and 
1976 into McGrath, TARA and Kincora by intelligence 
officers. This established that there had been sexual 
assaults on the boys at the _home and that leading loyalist 
figures who were. close to McGrath knew of . his homosexuality, 
and his job at Kincora where he worked as a housefather· •... 
The sources, who had knowledge of many top secret 
intelligence and psychological operations mounted from 
British Army Headquarters, have no current connections with 
Wallace. They told the Irish · Times that there was an 
intensive investigation 9f TARA and McGrath -in the early and 
mid 1970s by military and political intelligen~e agencies 
which revealed information about sexual assaults at Kincora 
...•• Another military source, a high-ranking officer 
based at British Army ·aeadquarters during this period, has 
confirmed that the Information Policy Unit was asked by 
military commanders in 1974 to investigate homosexual 
offences by members of TARA .••. -MIS'S involvement in 
'Clockwork Orange' has been confirmed by two sotirces, one of 
whom saw documents establishing this. According to · one of 
these .sources the operation was mounted around two weeks 
before the start of the UWC strike in May 1974, when 
official government opinion was that it would not succeed 
•... Other RUC sources have to.ld the Irish Times that an 
RUC background paper ·on TARA was indeed prepared by 
detectives in 1973/74, about a year before the· Information 
Poli'cy Unit document was allegedly written. The sources say 
that th~ description of this b!s~ground paper in the 
document is gen~rally accurate ••.. " 

355.This material was clearly ba~ed on the document 
. "Political and security implications .... relating 
to ... Kincora ..•• "reproduced at ANNEX E. 
It is idle to speculate who the various 
"sources" might have been: among possible candidates 
are Mr ~allace, Mrs Wallace, Mr HClroyd and 
journalists allegedly given relevant information by 
Mr Wallace at the relev~nt period. The "Information 
Policy Unit document" is almost certainly the document 
reproduced at ANNEX G which Mr Wallace claims to have 
written on 8 Noyember 1974 and which ended by 
recommending various cours_es of action to expose what was 
going on at Kincora. This documenti which ·may be 
a forgery (see Part X of this paper) was clearly also 
leaked to other newspapers, as stories referring to it 
directly appeared in the Financial Ti~es of 25 June . 
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275(U). . 356 Mr wallace went on to argue that the Irish Times reports 

had discredited ~he Terry investigations and to say:-

"In the light of this new information, I m~st now 
regretfully decline to have anything further to do with the 
Committee of Inquiry or -other investigations by official 
sources, and I will now try to set out some of my reasons 
for .doing so". 

His reasons were his dissatisfaction with the handling of his own and 

Mr Holroyd's cases and the Prime Minister's failure to send his file 
·~-

{-::~=-:- · of documents to the RUC or the Hughes Committee. on 14 August 1985 

·: :. .... 
·:·· .. 

No .10 asked~ 57 MOD to send a suitable reply to Mr Wallace's letter of 9 

July. 

Immunity for Mr Wallace to give evidence to the Hughe·s Committee 

276(U). Meanwhile, the Hughes Committee had been concerned about 

MOD's delay in providing Mr Wallace with the immunity that .he needed 

to give his evidence358 . on 16 July 1985, following consideration of 

(Footnote 355 continued from previous page) 
and in the Guardian of 26 June 1985. The Guardian also 
referred to a "detailed file on an MIS dirty tricks 
campaign in Northern Ireland in the mi~ 1970s" having 
been sent to the ·prime Minister·. 

356.Letter from Mr Wallace to the Prime Minister 
dated 9 July 1985 (see Note 354). 

357.Letter from No 10 to Mr 11111111 (APS/Sof~, MOD) dated 
14 Augus~ · 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, 
attachment to Enclosure 44). 

358.Letter from Hughes Inquiry Secretary to MOD reference 
CHH 339/85 dated 5 July "1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec 6/13/1 
Part B Enclosure 39/1). 
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all the issues involved, ·Major General Garrett wrote359 to Mr Wallace 

giving him an assurance that he could give informatiori to the Hughes 

Committee, in terms very similar to those of his earlier assurance in 

connection with the Terry investigations:-

"Under the terms of the -Official Secrets Act Declaration 
which you s'igned when you resigned your appointment with 
MOD, you undertook to seek authorisation from this· 
Department before discussing with,anyone information gained 
in the course of your employment. I understand that you · 
wish to present evidence to the Committee of Inquiry into 
Children's Homes and Hostels, chaired by His Honour W H 
HUGHES, w~ich has been ap~ointed by the Department of Health 
and Social Services for Northern Ireland. The purpose of 
this letter is to confirm that you may disclose to members 
of the Committee any information that is in your possession 
which is directly relevant to the investigation - including, 
where necessary, information which you · gained in the course 
of your employment with MOD and which may be secur.i ty 
classified. · You will~ of · course, appreciate ·that your 
responsibilitiei for safeguarding information not related to 
the !nquiry remain unchanged and you must therefore only 
divulge ·information which falls within the scope of the 
Committee's terms of reference, a copy of which is 
attached". 

One difficulty was that the Hughes Committee's Terms of Reference did 

not provide specificalli for them to examine allegations of a 

cover-up by the security forces, although Mr Prior's reply to Mr 
~-..,_ 

t$~ Smyth (see paragraph 251) certainly implied that they could do so. 
~??~g~ 

277(U). On the next day Mr Mainwood (then. the Principal in GS Sec) 

wrote360 · to Mr Quinn, enclosing a copy of Major General Garrett's 

letter and say{ng that the Committee should seek. immunity under the 

359. Lett'e r from DSy(Army) to Mr Wallace reference 
D/DSy(A)/CPS(0)/18371 dated 16 july 1985 (MOD Security 
File CPS/0/18371, Part II, ·Enclosure 86). 

360.Letter from GS Sec 2 to Hughes Inquiry secretary 
reference D/GS Sec/~6/13/1 dated 17 July 1985 
(D/GS .Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 41). 
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Official Secrets Acts from the appropriate Law Officer. He also 

asked that MOD should be consulted about Mr .Wallace's evidence. On 

22 July 1985 Mr Quinn replied361 , accepting this. 

278(U). It ~auld seem (from a later letter of Mr Wallace's dated 16 

November, forwarded362 by Mr Marshall to Lord Trefg~rne on 28 November) 

that on 6 August 1985 Mr Quinn ·wrote as follo.ws to Mr Wallace (the 

letter must in fact have been to his soli~itor):-

, . 

"The Committee has been informed that the file of papers 
submitted to the Prim~ Minister on 1 November 1984 was 
returned to Mr Frederick Holroyd on 21 November. In 
conveying this information the Northern Ireland Office 
suggested that the Committee should approach your · client 
with a view to obtaining the papers ·and I request 
accordingly". · 

This letter does not seem to have been copied to MOD. 

279(U). On 30 July 1~85 Major General Garrett wrote again to Mr 

wallace, noting that he had told the Prim~ Minister on 9 July that he 

was unwilling to give evidence to the Hughes Committee. On 14 August 

Mr wallac~ replied363 to Major Gene~al Garrett's letter of 16 July, 

which Mr Wallace had received on 13 August. He said that he was 

361.Letter from Hughes Inquiry Secretary to GS Sec 2 
reference CHH 356/85 dated 22 July 1985 (MOD File · 
DfGS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 42). 

362.Letter from Mr Marshall to Lord Trefgarne dated 
28 November 1985, with enclosures, (MOD File D/GS .Sec/ 
66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 74/1). 

363.Letter from DSy(Army) to Mr Wallace dated . 
30 July 1985 (MOD Security File CPS/0/18371 Part II, 
Enclosure 91); letter from Mr Wallace to DSy(Army) 
dated 14 August 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1, Part B 
attachment to Enclosure 44). 
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prepared to assist the Hughes Committee, provide~ there was a clear 

indication from ·the relevant authorities that they genuinely wanted 

to establish the truth of the matter and that they were prepared to 

make the necessary arrangements for him to . do so. So far no such 
. 

indicatiori ·had been forthcoming . He went on: -

" Various claimi have been made that the Army was party 
to the cover-up of the homosexual assaults that took place 
at Kincora. That, as you know from your tour of duty a~ 
Chief of _Staff at HQNI, is quite untrue. Indeed, in 1973 
and again in 1974, I was instructed bi senior staff 'at HQNI 
to 'encourage' the press to investigate Kincora. I think 
you will agree that such action is not consistent with 
allegations of a cover~up • . I believe it is impoitant, 
therefore, that the Army's role in the· affair be made 
absolutely clear. The affair was, of course, strictly a 
police matter, and it is equally clear that although various 
members of the ~uc were aware of what had _been h?ppenin~, no 
action was taken .•.. Finally; there is also the role of 
the Security Service in the matter, and it is that aspect of 
the overall events plus the lack of action by the police 
that is, in my opinion, fundamental to any investigation". 

Mr wallace concluded his letter by say~ng that, Kincora aside, he had 

three personal objectives. These were to obtain a proper 

investigation of all the matters referred to in his file of 

documents; to prove that various alleged unconstitutional and (at · 
:.:~~ 
~~\. times) illegal activitie s by the Security Service · and others took 

~- -. . . . 
place and were not simply figments of his imagination; and to ensure 

that eff~ctive steps were taken to prevent similar activities from 

happening again. 

280(U). Meanwhile, as already noted (see paragraph 265), on 12 
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t M W 11 h d . tt 364 . . h . . . Augus r a ace a wrl en once more to t e Prlme Mlnlster, 

following a request from the Hughes Committee to make his file of 

documents available to them. He argued . that it was untrue that the 

Government had returned the only copy of this file to Captain 

Holroyd. ·He then went on to say that he was precluded by Major 

General Garreti's letter of 16 July (see paragraph 276) fro~ sending . 

his file to the Hughes Committee; and he again asked that the Prime 

Mi nister should do so. Mr· Routh (Private ~ecretary to Lord · 

Trefgarne, Minister of State for Defence . Support) w~ote36~ to Mr 

:f[~~'·:· Wallace o~ 11 September, acknowledging his letters of 9 July and 12 

August to the Prime Minister and saying that .other Goverment 

Departments were being consulted about them. 

281(U). On 29 August .1985 Mr Quinn wrote366 to Mr wallace's solicitor 

saying .that the Hughes Committee did not accept that Mr wallace was 

not in a position to ~ivulge information to it. · Unless Mr Wallace 

indicated by 13. September an unconditional willingness to be 

interviewed by the Committee's sta!"f on. the basis of the existing 

authorisation and assurances, it would be deemed that he was not 

prepared to assist the Hughes Inquiry. Having received a long 

364.Letter. from Mr Wallace to the Prime Minister dated 12 
August 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 ~art B, Enclosure 
44/1). 

365.Letter from PS/Minister(DS) to Mr Wallace dated 
11 September 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Patt B, 
Enclosur·e 46/1). 

366.Letter from Hughes Inquiry Secretary to Thos Eggar and 
Son reference CHH 388/85 dated 29 August 1985 (MOD ·File 
D/GS Se c/66/1.3/1 l?ar't B, Enclosure 4 3/1) • 
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letter367 from Mr Wallace, his solicitor told368 Mr Quinn that if the 

papers at pre~en~ with the Prime Minister were made available to the 

Inquiry by her, that would give Mr Wallace the au.thority he needed to 

make his evidence available. 

New Problems over Mr Wallace's File of Documents 

282(U). On 27 September Mr Quinn wrote369 to _Mr 1111 (NIO) about the 

'file submitted to the Prime Minister on 1 November 1984. He · said 

tr that he had compared that file's index with the papers submitted to 

the Essex Police; and he had established that the Committee had 

already seen some, but not all, of the papers included in the · file. 

Although it seemed most unlikely that the papers which they had not 

seen were .of any relevance to the Inquiry, Mr Quinn asked if he and 

the Inquiry Solicitor could have acce$s to the papers which _the 

Government had ret~ined or .copied370 • 
. . . . 

-~~ 367.Letter from Mr Wallace · to Mr Morgan-Harris 
;~~1 dated 6 September 198 5 (MOD File D/GS Se~/ /66/13/1, Part 

·=j.~: B, Enclosure 45). 

. ":· .. 

~68.~etter from Tho~as Eggar and Son to Hughes Inquiry 
Secretary reference 19/R 13218 dated 9 September 1985 : 
(MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 46). 

369.Letter from Hughes Inquiry Secretary to NIO reference 
CHH 430/85 dated 27 September 1985 (MOD File 
D/GS Sec/66/ 13/1 Part s, . Enclosure 47) 

370.It would seem that Mr Quinn was mistaken in saying that 
he had seen the index of the file sent to the Prime 
Minister, since no documents from that file had been 
sent either to the Hughes Committee or to the NIO. 
What he must have seen was · the index to the file handed 
to the Essex Police, which he had then compared with 
individual documents from that file passed to the Hughes 
Committee by the RUC . 
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283(U). After an exchange of corres~ondence it was · arranged371 that Mr 

Quinn and the Inquiry solicitor should see these document~ on 8 

October. Mr Mainwood passed372 to the Nio373 :-

(a) Mr Wallace's letter of January 1985 to the Chief 
Constable of Sussex, and the Chief Prosecuting Solicitor's 
reply of 30 January 1985. 

(b) Mr Wallace!s letter of 26 September 1985 to PS/Lord 
Trefgarne, enclosing a version of "Political and Security 
Implications .... " ~ypographically different from that 
obtained from the Essex police; 

(c) A copy of Mr Peter Broderick's Statement to CSAB; 

(d) A document headed "extracts from annual Confidential 
re~orts John Colin Wallace"; 

{e) Mr Wallace's letter of 6 . September 1985 to Mr 
Morgan~Harris and the latter's cover ~ote of 9 September 
1985 to the Inquiry; · 

' (f) A letter of 16 August 1985, apparently from Mr Wallace 

(g) Copies of a three-part uNew Statesman" ~eries by 
Duncan Campbell entitled "Dirty. War"; 

(h) A "New. Statesman" article of 14 December 1984, also by 
Duncan Campbell; and 

relaying the story of 1111111 

371.Unreferen<;:ed letter from Mr - (NIO) · to Hughes Inquiry 
Secretary. dated 3 October 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 
Pari B, Enclosure 49). 

372.Letter from GS Sec 2 to Mr 
Sec/66./13/1 dated 4 October 19 
/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 50). 

(NIO) reference D/GS 
D File D/GS Se.c 

373.See also the letter from the Hughes Inquiry S~cretary to 
Mr 1111 {NIO) reference CHH/437/8 dated "11 October 1985 
(MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 52/1). 

374.This appears to have been a further error. 
It appears likely that these documents had not in 
fact been retained by MOD in November 1984, but had 
been attached to a letter Mr Wallace had written to 
Mr Marshall about his manslaughter conviction · on 
1 February 1985: · Mr Marshall had then written to the 
Home Secretary on 11 February and the Home Office had 
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284(0). The last three documents formed an apparently distinct 

bundle marked (in a hand dissimilar to that of .any of the then 

members of the relevant NIO branch of SIL) "Extracts ·from the 'File' 

sent by Mr wallace to the Prime Minister on 1 November 1984". It was 

these last three documents (g-i above) which were inspected by the 

Secretary and Solicitor to the Inquiry .·on 8 October 1985 as the o_nly. 

documents known to be retained from the 1 November 1984 file; the 

Inquiry was quick to spot that the New Statesman article of 14 

December 1984 could not have been sent to the Prime Minister on 1 

November 375 . . Mr Quinn aske4 to be reassured that the Hughes Committee 

had seen all the 1 November 1984 papers which the Government had 

retained. 

285(U). ·on 18 October Mr Mairiwood told376 Mr 
' . (NIO) that it was 

impossible to be unequivocal about what was and was not retained. He 

. confirmed that neither NIO nor any of the··· MOD Private Offices had 

kept copies of the file and asked NIO to check that they had never 

received one . 

286(U) .. Meanwhile both Mr , Wallace and his solicitor had referred 

(Footnote 374 continued from previous page) 
copied all the papers to MOD, with a copy of 
Mr Mellor's reply of 13 March (MOD File D/GS Sec 
66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 19). 

' 375.See NIO File 879J, Enclsoure 54. 

376.Letter from GS Sec 2 to NIO reference D/GS Sec/66/13/1 
dated 18 October 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, 
EnGlosure 55). -
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the relevant correspondence to Mr Marshall, who had again written377 to 

the Prime Minister asking that . she should release the file of 

documents to the Hughes Committee. This correspondence was referred 

to MOD for advice. 

287(U). 378 J On 26 Sep~ember . 1985 Mr Wallace wrote to Mr Routh (Private 

Secretary to Lord Trefgarne), rehearsing his allegations once agajn 

and asking for them to . be investigated. He attached a series of past 

papers, including the document "headed "Political and security 

C?:\" implications . • •.. relating to .... Kincora .... " (ANNEX E). This 
~ :·:~ : 

. :···· 

document was thus once more in the possession of the Government. 

288(U). Consideration was then given to whether the "Political and 

security implications ··· ~ "document should be shown to the Hughes 

Committee379 . (C) The Security Service .thought 380 that it should not 

b.e shown to them, but that view was not upheld. (U) On 30 October 

377.Letter from Mr Wallace to Mr Marshall dated 
12 .september 1985, letter from Mr Morgan-Harris to 
Mr Marshall dated 9 September 1985 and letter from 

· Mr Marshall to the Prlme Minister dated 18 September 1985 
(MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, attachment to 
Enclosure 55). 

378.Letter. from Mr . Wallace to PS/Minister(DS) dated 26 · 
September 1985 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part. B, 
attachment to Enclosure 65). 

379.It was obviously not appreciated that . the Hughes committee 
had already. seen tl:tis document, via the Essex Police 
and the RUC. 

380.Letter · from 
(Sy(Army)) reference 
1985 (MOD File D/GS 

Secur ty Service) to Mr 11@•1 IQIUaa dated 28 october 
Part B, Enclosure 58/1). 
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Mr Hatfield {who had replaced Mr Mainwood in GS Sec) told381 the NIO 

that the document, which he .said contained serious inaccuracies, 

could be shown to · the Committee. It is understood from the NIO, 

however, that this was not in fact done. Instead the NIO replied on 

31 october382 , pointing out that it was difficult to identify papers 

retained from the 1 November 1984 file, ·and to separate them from 

papers already on file. · They added: -

"There is ohe further document, ostensibly dated March 198~, 
which Mr Wallace sent to the Ministry of Defence. We have · 
now been able to establish that it was part of the 1984 
"file" altbough inadvertently only the first page was copied 
at the time. · I should perhaps add that the document · 
contains a number of serious inaccuracies and that it has 
very limited relevance ·indeed to the ·committee's work. I 
understand, however, that you have already seen it by a 
different route". 

The "different route" referred to . was no doubt via the Essex Police, 

who had provided a typographically different document, but one more 
I 

or less identical in substance . 

289{U). On 8 November 1985 Mr Routh replied383 to Mr Wallace's letters 

of 9 July and 12 August to the Prim·e Minister, his letter. of 26 

September to Lord Trefgarne and . a further letter 384 of 21 October to 

381.Letter from GS Sec 2 t~ Mr (NIO) reference 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 dated 30 ·october 85 {MOD File 
0/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 62). 

382.NIO File 879J, Enclosure 59a. 

383.Letter from PS/Minister{DS) to Mr Wallace reference 
D/USofS{AF)DGT. 6679 dated 8 November 1985 {MOD File ~ 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure 68). 

384.Letter from Mr wal l ace t o the Prime Minister dated 
21 October 1985 {MOD Fi l e D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, 
attachment to Enclosure 66)~ 
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the Prime Minister (about his conviction of manslaughter). He said:-

" •••. I should •••. correct your apparent misapprehension 
that the government wished to withhold from the Inquiry the 
file of papers which Mr Holroyd forwarded to the Prime 
Minister in Novemb~r 1984. The return of the papers to Mr 
Holroyd after they had been studied was simply a nor~al 
courtesy and should not be taken as indicating in any way 
that the Government wished them to be withheld. Indeed, as 
you have so far been unwilling to make the file available, 
the government has, at the committee's request given the 
committee access to ·all the papers from the file of which it 
retained copies, although no copies were made of papers . 
which ·were not considered to be of long term significance. · 
The papers which have been made available to the inquiry 
include the ~ocument entitled ["Political and Security · 
Implications . . . . relating to ••.. . Kincora .... "], a copy of 
which was enclosed with your letter of 26 September and to 
which you attached great signficance. I should also add · 
that ! .understand that the Committee have a copy of the 
index .to the file which has enabled th~m to ' establish that 
they have already seen certain of the papers which were also 
included among those originally submitted to the Essex 
police and that it is unlikely that the remaining papers 
would be of relevance to their work . . Nevertheless, I repeat 
·that the government has never wished to prevent you from 
presenting any relevant evidence to the Committee and, 
indeed, has given you3ft 5number of assurances that you sought 
in order to do so.... ". 

Lord Trefga~ne wrote similarly _to Mr Marshall on 25 October and Major 

General Garrett also wrote similarly to Mr Wallace on 31 Octobe~386 . 

385.It should be noted that this · letter contained some. 
inaccuracies. No copies· were kept of 
documents on the file sent to the Prime Minister. 
The document headed "Political and security implicatio~s 
••.. _relating to ...• Kincora • •.. "was not· shown to . 
the Huqhes Committee, as .it was understood that they . 
had already got a copy from the Essex Police. And the 
index was to the Essex Police file, not the file sent 
to the Prime Minister. 

386.Letter from DSy(Army) to Mr Wallace dated 31 October 1985 
(MOD Security File CPS/0/18371 Part II, Enclosure 102). 

"tetter from Lord Trefgarne to Mr Marshall reference 
D/Min(DS) DGT 0192 dated 25 October 1985 (MOD File 
entitled "Correspondence from wallace", Enclosure 19). 
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290(U). On 13 November 1985 Mr Marshall wrote to Lord Trefgarne 

enclosing further letters from Mr Wallace and his solicitor. The 

latter expressed concern that the indemnity against prosecution which 

Mr wallace had been offered concerned Northern Ireland only. · On 10 

December Lord Trefgarne replied, expressing surprise at this claim. 

He said that no such geographical limitation had ever been placed on 

the assurances, . although it was true that they applied only to 

information relevant to the Kincora case. Lord Trefgarne added that 

the Government had made available to the Inquiry copies of those 

papers . from Mr Wallace's file of documents which it still had; but 

that, although it believed these to be all the pap~rs of significance 

on the fiie, ~he only way to be sure that the Inquiry had seen all 

the papers on the file would have been for Mr Wallace to make his own 

copy available, which he had consistently refused to do despite all 

the assurances that he had been given387 

291(U). On 27 November Mr (Nib) pointed out that the Committee 

hoped that they had nearly finished thei~ investigations. Mr Wallace 

had· all but missed ·the boat in presenting his file to them. on 13 

December Mr Merce.r, representing the Hughes Committee, went to see Mr 

wallace in prison. As Mr Wallace has r e corded in his letter of the 

387.See letter from Mr Marshall to Lord Trefgarne dated 
13 November 1985·, with which were enclosed letters from 
Mr wallace and his solicitor to Mr Marshall dated 5 and 
7 November 1985; and letter from Lord Trefgarne ' to 
Mr Marshall reference D/Min(DS)DGT 0192 dated 10 December 
1985; (MOD File 0/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosures 
71/1 an~ 74/2). Lord Tte f garne's remarks .about the 
validity of Mr Wallace's indemnity in Great Britain 
would have been correct if the Hughe s committee had 
obtained the indemnity from the Attorney-General, but 
not if they had ob tained it only from DPP(NI ) - see 
paragraph 157 of this paper. 
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same . day to his solicitor, which he attached to a letter of the same 

d t 388 t - th p- " . .. t th . . a e o e r1me M1n1s er, e 1nterv 1ew was not a success. It had 

been arranged at short notice and Mr 'wallace ,·s solicitor had been 

present. Mr Mercer (Mr Wallace said) had nob wanted a statement but 

only the answers to some partic~lar questions. Moreover . the copy of 

"Political and security implications .•.. relating to .... Kincora 

. ..• ",which Mr Mercer brought with him proved not - to be the sam~ as 

th~ ~ersion of that document which ~r Waliace had sent to the Prime 

Ministe r! Mr Wallace, therefore, refused to answer Mr Mercer's 

t~f~- questions. 
··:.:.:::: 

-·. · .. · .. · 

292(U). In a strict sense Mr Wallace spoke the truth: the Inquiry's 

Solicitor had produced a copy of the "Political and Security 

Im~iications .. . . "document provided by t6e Ess~x police, not one 

provided by HMG. (The separate copy of "Political and Security 

Implications .; •• "document sent by Mr ·wallace to Lord Trefgarne on 

26 Se~tember 1985 was not seen by the Secietary to the Inquiry until 

August 1989, offic~als having .evidently proceeded ·on the a ssumption 

that two documents w-ith the same title were identical ; this proved 

to be a fair assumption as regards the substance, but was n9t true in 

terms of the appearance of the two documents)~ The account given by 
I 

Mr Forit's book i s radically different3~9 . There, it is implied tha~ Mr 

wallace's concern was over the purported memorandum of · 8 November 

388 . Letter from NIO to GS Sec 2 dated 27 November 1985 
(MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part B, Enclosure. 71). 
Letters from Mr wallace to the Prime Minister a nd 

'Mr Morgan-Harris dated 13 December 1985 (MOD File D/GS 
Sec/66/13/ 1 Part B, a ttachments to- Enclosure 76). 

3~9."Who Framed Colin Wal l ace", pages 231- 2 . . 
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1974, which Mr Wallace claimed that he had sent to the Prime Minister 

(although it is doubtful w.hether he did so); arid that the Inquiry's 

failure to produce this was crucial to his decision not to cooperate. 

293(U). Mr Wallace did, however, record in his letters what his 

-answers to Mr Mercer's questions would have been . He said that:.-

(a) He was contacted in 1972 by a person who claimed to be 

a 'social worker' an~who provided him with information 

about Kincora; 

(b) He made a telephone call from London to the Welfare 

Authorities in Belfast (about Kincora) in 1975; and 

(c) The 'Clockwork Or~nge' material contained a llegaticins · 

that children were taken to m~et with cli~nts in Bangor, 

County Down. 

294 ( U). Cor respondence continued; · a~d, following a ··letter3.90 from Mr 

Holroyd of 6 January, Mr Hatfield orga~ised391 one more s earch fo~ ~he 

file - with no success. 

390 . Letter from Mr Holroyd to Lord Tre£garn e dated 
6 January 1986 (MOD File D/GS Sec/ 66/ 13/ 1 Part B, 
attachment to Enclosure 79); 

391.Letter from GS Sec 2 to Mr 
D/GS Sec/66/ 13/ 1 dated 24 January 
Sec/ 66/ 13/ 1 Part B , Enclosure 79). 
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Publication of Hughes Repo r t 

295(U). The report by the Hughes Inquiry was published392 on 4 

February 1986. The written Parliamentary reply ~oted that the 

inquiry had been held in public "for the most part": that 66 

individuals gave oral evidence; that written ~vidence was receiv.ed 

from 26: and that on 10 days the Committee had taken evidence in · 

private. The Government welcomed the report as a "full and 
..&..::.# 
~:;;~~- objective" analysis of events . . The Secretary of State went on to 

.·.=·· 
.··· 

add: -

"I am confiderit that close •tudy of the Report will reassure 
the public the various complaints and allegations which 
circulated regarding abuse on the child system have been 
.••. investigated, · and that a door has been closed on the 
past". 

296(U). Paragraphs 4.70-4.87 of the Hughes Report referred to Mr 

Wallace and are reproduced. at ANNEX I to this paper . Paragraph 4. 87 

read as fol l ows: -

"Since Mr wallace declined to be interviewed by the RUC or 
to answer our questions, .he has never authenticated or 
repudiated the papers which we have seen. They have 
there~ore no probative value to this I nquiry. Even if Mr 
Wallace was p repared to authenticate them, they would in 
themselves be of very limited •use to the lnquiry since they 
consist of bald or generalised allegations without 
supporting detail or confirmation. I t would have . required 
his testim.ony to remedy this and that was not forthcoming". 

392."Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Children's Homes 
and Hoste l s", HMSO, Belfast, 1986. 
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Loss of Mr Wallace's File by Mr Taylor 

297(U). on 14 April 1986 Mr Wallace393 wrote to the Prime Minister 

·saying that he had been informed· unofficially that some weeks 

previously his file of documents had been stolen from the House of 

Comm~ns office of Mr Teddy Taylgr MP, (to whom Mr Holroyd had sent 

it). Mr Wallace said that it was obvious that the burglary must have 

been an "inside job" and suggested that the Security Ser~ice must 

.-:·::;;:~ b . bl f . t 9 th 1' 'd 394 . th t ·\;~.7 have e·en respons~ e or ~ . On May Mr Rou rep ~e say1ng a 
"•"·. 

the Prime Minister had not been aware that the file had disappeared 

and refuting any sug.gestion that the Government was in any way 

responsible for its disappearance. If Mr Taylor had reason to 

believe that the file had been stolen, the police would have been 

informed and would investigate. On 21 May Mr wallace reported395 that 

the file had been returned to Mr Taylor; and he again asked how it 

went missing and who had returned it. on·: 25 June Mr Hatfield told396 

Mr Wallace that he was glad to note that the file had been accounted 

for safely. No papers have· been found on MOD files which would 

393.Letter from Mi Wallace to the Prime Minister dated 
14 April 1986 (MOD File D/GS Sec/66/13/1 P~rt C, 
Enclosure 1). 

394.Letter from PS/Minister for Defence Support to Mr Wallace 
reference D/Min(DS)DGT/26/2/2 dated 9 May 1986 (MOD File 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part c, Enclosure~). 

39S.Letter from Mr Wallace to Lord Trefgarn~ dated 21 May 
1986 (MOD File D/GS sec/66/13/1 Part c, attachment 
to Enclosure 8. 

396.Letter from GS Sec 2 to Mr Wallace reference 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 dated 25 June 1986 (MOD File 
D/GS Sec/66/13/1 Part C, Enclosure 9). 
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account for this incident: (C) it is possible, of course, that Mr 

Taylor himself could sh.ed some further - light on it. 

Comment 

298(U). There does seem to have been some genuine confusion over the 

scope of the Terry and of the Hughes Inquiries; · and in· particula_r on . 

whether either of them, or the supporting RUC inv~stigations for the 

Terry I nquiry, were examining the allegations of a cover-up by the 
~-. 

::?§~~~j;. military intelligence staffs and the NIO E-Staff Designation This 
... 

~~i~~; 
·~.-.. ......-:..- . 

,.;~::;.:~ 

confusion added considerably to the problems over Mr Wallace ' s 

evidence. 

299(U). The events ~oncerning Mr Wallace described in this part of 

this paper can nevertheless appropriately be described as farcical. 

Once again, a ma)or contributing factor appears to have been ·that the 

question of Mr Wallace's immunity to give._.evidence was dealt with in 

lengthy and protracted correspondence rather than by sending an Army 

Security representative to discuss the problem with Mr Wallace, his 

solicitor and representatives of the Hughes Committee. Mr wallace's 

habit of writing simultaneously to the Prime Minister, his MP, his 

solicitar, Major General Garrett and others, sometime~ all at the 

sa~e time and covering the same ground at enormous length, did not 

add to clarity. _A further p roblem was that letters addressed to Mr 

Wallace in prison sometimes took quite a long time to reach him, so 

that he was sometimes responding to the last letter but one. · Even 

so, it is hard to believe that Mr Wallace could not have given his 

evidence on Kincora, if he had been prepared .to do so without getting 
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drawn into his own case, "Clockwork Orange" and his many other 

allegations. 

300(C). Mr wallace did, however, have a point about whether the 

Hughes Inquiry ~as concerned with the que~tion of a cover-up of 
l 

Kincora by Army or Intelligence staffs: he should, however, have 

been prepared to disclo.se any information which he had that was 

relevant to the actions of the Social Services staffs. It would also 

have ·been better if M~ Wallace's ~arlier question about disclosing 

~~ the names of SIS and Security Service officers could have been 

answered directly. Moreover, it must be acknowledged that, as Mr 

.. : . . ; ... 

Wallace pointed out, there was an apparent i~consistency between the 

Government's willingness to allow ~r Wallace ' s file of documents to 

be made available to the Hughes Committee and its unwillingness to 

allow Mr Wallace to disclose classified information on matters 

unrelated to Kincora. It would seem that the Hughes Committee had 

received the papers, via the Essex Police·= and · the RUC, withou~ any 

cdnside r ed Government decision that they should have access to them. 

No doubt this was regarded at the time as a fait a ccompli, not ~east 

because of the media speculation in the Spring of 1985. But 

nevertheless there had been a striking shift of emphasis in the 

I 

Government's position since the views of Sir Frank· Cooper recorded in 

paragiaph l85 of this paper. The significance of this shift may not 

have been fully appreciated ~nd some confusion may have follo~ed as a 

result. Be that ·as it may, it is hard it i s hard to see why this 

should have stopped Mr Wallace from giving evidence that was related 

to Kincora, if he had re a lly wanted to do so. His insistence that 

the Government must make his file available to the Hughes Inquiry, 
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and that it was not good enough for the Government to have given him 

permission to do so, is hard to understand. It is equally hard to 

acccept his later allegation that he was never directly authorised to 

give the file to the Hughes Committee. He had himself said (see 

paragraph 27S) that Mr Quinn had written to his solicitor on 6 August 

1985 saying that NIO had suggested that the Committee obtain the 

papers from him. And Lord Trefgarne's letter of 10 December 1985 

(see paragraph 296) must surely have removed ariy doubt. 

301(U). The Government's loss of Mr Wallace's file was a great 

misfortune; as was the .endless subsequent confusion over the 

"Political a~d security implications .... relating to •... Kincora 

.:· .. "document. Mr Wallace is convinced that these events 

demonstrated a Government conspiracy against him. Anyone who has 

worked in a Government Department for more than a decade or two will . 

' 
know that administrative muddle is a far more likely explanation . . It 

is particularly unfortunate t~at Lord Trefgarne and Mr Routh should 

have said (see paragraph 28~) that the Government ha~ given the 

,P- Hughes Committee "access to the papers from the file of which it had 
.·~ :· .:: 

E~t retained copies, although no copies were made of papers which were 

not considered to be of long term significance" ~ a statement which 

has tended to be repeated in later correspondence. The Government 

had retained no copies of any ·of the papers on the file (apart from 

the first pages of two of them); and, as it had no index· to th~ 

file, it did not know what papers on it might have been of . long term 

significance. The papers which were shown to the Hughes Committee 

were attachments to subsequent letters from Mr Wallace (admittedly 

covering much of the same ground). This tiresome error will have to 
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corrected if the public record of what happened ~o this file is ever 

to be set straight. 

. . 
302(U). In the vast mass of this confusing correspondence, one 

important point should not be overlooked. This is Mr Wallace's 

statement in his letter of 14 August 1985 to ~ajor General Garrett 

that the Army was not party to the alleg•d cover-up of . the homosexual 

assaults that took place at Kincora. That was an important 

acknowledgement for him td have made - especially if "the Army" for · 

}~\ this purpose was intended to include the military intelligence s 'taff. 
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